Cookiesaurus Rex

A little cookie with a BIG attitude

by Amy Fellner Dominy and Nate Evans

illustrated by AG Ford

Activity Kit

Mazes • Crossword puzzles • Coloring Pages and More!
Inside this kit, you’ll find all sorts of fun things to do.

- Coloring Sheets
- Create Your Own Cookie Costume
- Crossword Puzzle
- Maze

So make copies, grab your crayons (and a smile) and have a tasty time!
Create Your Own Cookie Costume

Cookiesaurus Rex wants to look better than ALL the other cookies. Can you help decorate him? Use your imagination to create your own costume for Cookie!
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Cookiesaurus Rex Crossword

See how much you remember from the book! Read the clues below and fill in the crossword puzzle with your answers.

Across
1. Colorful topping used to decorate all the cookies.
4. “Wait one stinkin’ stompin’ _______!”

Down
1. Who gets the gumdrop nose?
2. Cookiesaurus thinks he is the _____ of all cookies.
3. What color does Cookiesaurus think is Grreat?
5. Cookiesaurus is this kind of dinosaur.
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Help Cookiesaurus find his way through the maze so he can reach his bowl of decorations!
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See how much you remember from the book! Read the clues below and fill in the crossword puzzle with your answers.
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Down
1. Who gets the gumdrop nose?
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Answer Key:

Help Cookiesaurus find his way through the maze so he can reach his bowl of decorations!